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NCTech iSTAR 360 camera to provide rapid HDR imaging
for Surphaser 25HSX point cloud colouriation

The iSTAR 360 degree camera provides rapid,
automatic HDR (High Dynamic Range) 360
imaging and can be used as a standalone device
or for colourisation of point clouds created by
spherical terrestrial scanners. Surphaser 25HSX
scanner cannot provide internal colour capture,
iSTAR can be used to provide HDR imagery to
improve the point cloud quality. A project was

undertaken to scan and image a Jetstream
fuselage and Rolls-Royce Spey engine at AMRC
Factory 2050, using both technologies, to show
their combined capabilities. The results of the
project showed that iSTAR provides the ability
to efficiently capture HDR colour and accurately
combine this with the scan data for significantly
improved 3D visualisation.
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The aim if this report is to show the workflow used to achieve
high quality coloured point clouds using NCTech iSTAR imaging for
Surphaser 25HSX, and its advantages. Capturing and processing data
was carried out by the AMRC and A3L teams. This report is a result
of their collaboration and also sharing content and knowledge with
NCTech Ltd.
01. Software installation
02. Fieldworks
03. Office-work
04. Results.
05. Conclusion
06. Acknowledgements

01. Software installation

02.03. CAPTURE iSTAR IMAGES by replacing the 25HSX with the iSTAR¹
camera each scan station, and capture 360 images in full colour.
NCTech supply adaptor rods with a Tribrach quick release repeatable
connector to quickly and accurately locate iSTAR at the same central
capture position as the scanner. iSTAR has different HDR modes
enabling single exposure, five exposure and nine exposure 360
images to be created. Five exposure HDR imaging was used here and
additional capture time was approximately 75s per scan position.
iSTAR’s on camera interface is designed to be like a regular automatic
digital camera. Knowledge of photographic techniques is not required
with iSTAR automatically calculating the most suitable exposure value
taking into account the entire 360 scene. Station capturing times were
5 minutes corresponding to scan capture plus 75s for iSTAR capturing.
However, time per station could be considered around 10-15 minutes
adding positions setting and moving equipment.

Installing SurphExpress Standard v.3.0.16:
http://www.surphaser.com/oem-products.html
Installing PolyWorks 2015 IR6:
http://www.innovmetric.com/en/account/login?destination=node/452

02. Fieldworks
Working with the NCTech iSTAR 360 camera is the easiest, most
accurate and time efficient method of colouring point clouds.
02.01. PLANNING SCAN STATIONS no change to standard process for
scanning with or without colour. In this study case, square black and
white cross planar targets printed as A4 size.
02.02. CAPTURING POINT CLOUDS with the Surphaser 25HSX, choose
the Laser Scanner resolution you consider most suitable for the job
as in normal use. In this study case scan settings were 40 lines per
degree (LPD) horizontally and 40 points per degree (PPD) vertically.
NCTech solutions work properly irrespective of scan resolution. The
higher the resolution and accuracy of point cloud the better the
quality visualisation will be achieved.

Img. 02.04. Adaptor rod and Tribrach setting to achieve the right
position for use with Surphaser 25HSX laser scanner.

“The iSTAR took approximately 15s for the actual capture
time and then around 60s to write the file. Under time
constrained projects we use this 60s to start moving
equipment to the next location”
[Thomas Hodgson, AMRC Metrology Engineer]

03. Office works
The whole workflow was carried using SurphExpress Standard and
PolyWorks with total integration.
03.01. PRE-ALIGN AND COLOURISATION INTO SURPHEXPRESS STANDARD.
SurphExpress Standard v.3.0.16 was used to pre-align point clouds
based on the square black and white crossed planar targets.

Img. 02.01 and Img. 02.02. Surphaser LaserScanner and iSTAR station.

Img. 03.01. Planar view of one scan location in SurphExpress Standard
v.3.0.16 interface.
Img. 02.03. Square black and white crosses planar targets used with
Surphaser 25HSX laser scanner.

1 - NCTech recommend using its adaptor poles to accurately locate the camera to the correct
position, different adaptors are used for other laser scanning systems (Leica, Faro, Topcon,
Trimble etc.).
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NCTech’s ColourCloud point cloud colourisation algorithms are
integrated into SurphExpress software so the colourisation process
is both fully automatic and highly accurate. This integrated approach
also eliminates any need for pre-processing of 360 images, as
the raw files from iSTAR are used directly for colourisation within
SurphExpress Standard software.
Point clouds are exported individually as *.PTX. Thus, colourisation is
performed during the exportation.

“It is a simple case of selecting the relevant *.nctri
file and the colour is added during the export. From a
user’s point of view, it’s incredibly easy”
[Thomas Hodgson, AMRC Metrology Engineer]

Img. 03.04.and Img.03.05. Point cloud coloured, merged and
subsampled at 2.5mm. General view.
Img. 03.02. Export dialog in SurphExpress Standard v.3.0.16.
03.02. REGISTRATION INTO POLYWORKS.
Point clouds were imported as *.PTX where the final cloud to cloud
registration was performed.

Img. 03.03. General view where all scan stations are showed after final
cloud to cloud registration in PolyWorks 2015 IR6.
Finally, the merged point cloud was subsampled to a uniform 2.5 mm
resolution in PolyWorks.

04. Results
Coloured point clouds are obtained following the described workflow.
Ten Surphaser 25HSX and iSTAR stations were captured to obtain a
merged coloured point cloud of the AMRC Factory 2050.
Scanning settings used in this project provided point clouds with
resolution per scan station around 2 mm at 5 m, 4.5 mm at 10 m, 9
mm at 20 m and 13 mm at 30 m with very low noise levels. Results
show the outstanding quality point clouds that can be obtained by
combining the high absolute point accuracy and low noise Surphaser
capabilities with HDR iSTAR images for colourisation. The resulting
point clouds are high geometric definition and resolution with sharp,
clean colourisation.

“Other spherical scanners on the market are not exactly
direct competitors to the Surphaser, instead these are
primarily aimed at the survey and BIM markets. The result
of this is that the data quality captured by the Surphaser
far exceeds any other large volume scanner on the market
both in terms of absolute point accuracy and noise. For
example, in a BIM environment, a 2mm measurement
uncertainty at 10 m may be acceptable whereas it is
probably not for most aerospace applications.”
[Thomas Hodgson, AMRC Metrology Engineer]

Img. 04.01. Surphaser 25HSX scan station point cloud coloured with
iSTAR data. General AMRC full resolution view.
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Img. 04.02. Surphaser 25HSX scan station point cloud coloured with
iSTAR data. Rolls-Royce Spey Engine at AMRC Factory 2050 (full
resolution view).

Img. 04.03. Surphaser 25HSX scan station point cloud coloured with
iSTAR data. Jetstream fuselage at AMRC Factory 2050 (full resolution
view).

Img. 04.04. Surphaser 25HSX scan station point cloud coloured with
iSTAR data. General Jetstream fuselage full resolution view.

Img. 04.05. Surphaser 25HSX scan station point cloud coloured with
iSTAR data. General AMRC full resolution view. Notice the clean and
sharp colour matching from the high accuracy iSTAR capture and
ColourCloud processing, even with very slim elements.
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Img. 04.06. Surphaser 25HSX scan station point cloud coloured with
iSTAR data. General AMRC full resolution view. Notice the bright colour
representation and high resolution HDR iSTAR performance, even when
set against a full height glazed wall on a bright day.

“The biggest advantage of the iSTAR is its speed of
capture, the HDR imaging works very well and I have
been impressed by the results in low light conditions”
[Thomas Hodgson, AMRC Metrology Engineer]

05. Conclusions
Coloured point clouds can be obtained by using iSTAR for image
capture within those laser scanner with no internal cameras and
therefore no colour capabilities, then following scan colourisation
method as described.
Working with NCTech solutions combined with the Surphaser 25HSX
for cloud colourisation is advantageous:
Only one iSTAR shot is needed to colour the entire scene at each view
instead of multiple shots and images per position. This means less
time on site and also eliminates patchy colourisation experienced
where individual images are optimised for their omnidirectional view,
then combined.

High performance output in difficult lighting conditions. iSTAR can
provide high visual quality images in a wide range of lightning
environments thanks to automatic HDR settings and EV range of 27
f-stops.
Time consuming fieldwork is reduced. iSTAR can provide high visual
quality images (HDR ON: 5 exposures, HDR PRO: 9 exposures) in
significantly less time than typical laser scanner internal cameras
(HDR images with 3 exposures). Taking an image in HDR with iSTAR
typically takes from 5s – 20s for the capture phase. Total time,
including writing data (during which time camera can be moved)
ranges from 1.50’ to 4.50’ depending on lightning conditions, but 2.00’
on average in normal light conditions.
Time consumed for office work is reduced. Raw data from iSTAR is
used directly for colourisation proposes so the need to pre-process
data with 3rd party software is eliminated. After capture data is ready
for the automated colourisation step with no time lost.
Quality of coloured point clouds is improved. iSTAR data produces
better results compared to typical laser scanner internal cameras it
is the ideal accesory for those laser scanners which don’t have an
internal camera, such as the Surphaser 25HSX used in this study
case. Furthermore, the general quality of point cloud in terms of
definition is improved since the “interpolate and fill occluded areas”
option within NCTech ColourCloud is automatically applied when
colourisation is processed in SurphExpress Standard.

Knowledge of photography techniques is not needed since iSTAR
analyses the whole scene and work out the most suitable camera
settings for the full 360 view.
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Automatic overlay of iSTAR images to point clouds, avoiding the
need to manually define common points, eliminating user error and
enabling batch processing for efficient operation.

For further information about iSTAR or NCTech software visit
www.nctechimaging.com or contact us sales@nctechimaging.com
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